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I   have   spent   about   four   years   at   Bluff   Dale.   I   first   transferred   here   my   freshman   year   and   
played   football   with   Leslie   Wood   as   our   coach.   I´ve   played   football,   basketball,   and   baseball.   In   
addition,   I   have   run   track   and   showed   animals   in   FFA.   I   loved   all   the   sports   at   the   high   school,   
along   with   some   great   coaches   I’ll   never   forget.   I’ve   enjoyed   the   FFA   program   as   well.   I   
showed   a   pig   freshman   year   then   rabbits   the   next.   It   was   such   a   great   experience   all   around.   
There   is   nothing   more   exciting   than   meeting   new   people   and   hearing   their   stories.   When   my   
girlfriend,   Jacqueline,   purchased   a   pig   to   show,   I   was   ready   to   help   feed,   walk,   bathe,   and   train   
Oliver.   We   spent   countless   hours   at   the   barn   teaching   him   new   things,   smiling   all   the   way.   We   
went   to   San   Antonio   with   Mr.   Grubbs   and   the   rest   of   FFA   and   had   the   best   time.     
  

At   Bluff   Dale,   I’ve   met   countless   new   people.   A   few   are   lifelong   friends,   some   great   
classmates,   and   some   amazing   teachers   who   not   only   educated   us   but   gave   us   advice   and   
supported   us.   Our   class   wasn’t   just   any   class,   it   was   one   big   family.   We   all   looked   out   for   one   
another   and   made   sure   everyone   always   had   what   was   needed.   We   all   knew   each   other   on   a   
personal   level   and   could   all   get   along   well;   you   don’t   get   that   at   just   any   public   school.     
  

After   graduation   I   plan   to   attend   EMT   school   at   Ranger   College.   From   there   I'll   go   to   fire   school   
to   become   a   firefighter.   Later,   I   plan   to   attend   paramedic   school.   Once   I´m   done   with   
paramedics,   I’ll   either   stick   with   firefighting   or   try   to   get   on   a   CareFlite   crew.   I've   chosen   this   
career   because   I   love   helping   people.   I   want   to   make   a   difference   in   people's   lives   on   a   daily   
basis.   I   love   this   town   and   it   feels   like   home,   but   I´d   love   to   work   towards   a   ranch   in   the   
mountains.   All   in   all   I’ve   had   a   great   time   here,   and   I   really   will   miss   it.   
  

  


